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This invention relates to an improved serving 
tray and more particularly to an improvement 
over my Patent 1,962,556, issued June 12, 1934. 

It is an object of this invention to provide an 
improved serving and utility tray of the kind to 
be more particularly described hereinafter having 
a plurality of resilient rings within which glasses 
or the like may be engaged to be supported on 
the tray in such a manner that the glasses will 
be held secure against sliding on the tray while 
being readily removed from or inserted into the 
rings as desired. 
A further object of this invention is to provide 

a serving tray of this kind having an insert tray 
or ?at tray removably engaged in a base tray, 
the insert tray having supporting rings mounted 
thereonI so the assembly of the base and insert 
trays may be used for serving glasses and the 
insert tray may be removed for use of the base 
tray alone in use as a tray for larger articles as 
sandwiches and the like. 
A still further object of this invention is to 

provide a serving tray of this kind which is at the 
same time useful in function and attractive in 
appearance especially when made of glass or 
plastic. The decorative effect may be enhanced 
by using decalcomanias, photographs, etching, 
stencilling, etc. on the under surface of the base 
tray. 
Yet another object of this invention is to pro 

vide a tray of this kind the construction of which 
is readily adaptable for various types of mate 
rials and may be readily manufactured and 'as 
semrbled. 

Still another object of this invention is to pro 
vide a tray of this kind so constructed and ar 
ranged that it may be utilized for a large number 
of various purposes with small or slight changes 
in the basic structure thereof. 
To the foregoing objects, and others which may 

hereinafter more fully appear, the invention con 
sists of the novel construction, combination and 
arrangement of parts, as will be more speci?cally 
referred to and illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, but it is to be understood that changes, 
variations, and modi?cations may be resorted to 
which fall within the scope of the invention as 
claimed. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a top plan view of a serving tray 

constructed according to an embodiment of this 
invention‘, 
Figure 2 is a longitudinal section; 
Figure 3 is a transverse section; 
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Figure 5 is a. fragmentary detailed section 
taken on the line 5-5 of Figure 1; 
Figure 6 is a fragmentary section taken on the 

line 5-6 of Figure 1; ‘ 
Figure 7 is a longitudinal section of a modi?ed 

form of serving tray; 
Figure 8 is a top plan view of a split ring used 

on these trays. ' 

Referring to the drawings, the numeral I0 
designates generally an improved serving or 
utility tray having means for securing glasses or 
the like thereon against sliding movement. The 
utility tray 20 shown in Figure 1 of the drawings 
is formed of an enlarged ?at base 2| having a 
substantially peripheral rounded bead or mold 
ing 22 ?xed to or formed thereon. The bead 22 
extends transversely across the base of 2| spaced 
inwardly from the ends thereof. The side mem 
bers 24 which form the bead along the long edges 
of the base 2| are disposed immediately adjacent 
the long edges of the :base 2| between the end 
beads 22. The base 2| may be formed of plastic, 
glass, metal, wood or other suitable material and 
the beads 22 and 24 may be formed of the same 
material either ?xed to the base 21 or formed 
integrally therewith. 
Handles as 25 are secured on the ends of the 

tray 20 and are formed of a substantially angular 
shaped arm 26 having a lower horizontal arm 
21 which is adapted to overlie the base 2| at the 
ends thereof outwardly of the beads 22. The 
arms 21 are formed with a suitable contour at 
their inner ends as indicated by the number 28 
to ?ushly engage about the outer edge of the 
beads 22. 

be made in one piece by heating the material and 
twisting the same into the desired form and con 
tour. The arm 21 extends outwardly from the 
beads 22 to the edge of the base tray 2| where 
the handle 25 is bent upwardly by the upwardly 
inclined arm 29. 
Transverse handle member 30 is ?xed to or 

secured between the extreme upper ends of the 
arms 29 to form a grip for supporting the tray 
20. In order to support the tray 20 above a ?at 
surface as a table top or the like, suitable sup 
porting legs 3| are ?xed to or formed on the 
corners of the base 2! and depend therefrom. 
The base tray 2| as described so far may be used 
for a large number of serving purposes and when 
it is desired to use the tray 20 for transporting 
glasses or other objects which are relatively free 
to slide on the surface of the tray, I have pro 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary detailed section 55 vided an insert tray 32 for disposition within the 
taken on the line 4-4 of Figure 1; beads 22 and 24. 

When the handle is made of a sub- _ 
stance other than wood, such as plastic, it may __ 
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The insert tray 32 is formed of a ?at body por 
tion 34 having a peripheral edging for abuttingly 
engaging the inner edge of the beads 22 and 24 
carried by the base 2|. The thickness of the 
tray 34 is substantially less than the height of 
the beads 22 and 24 whereby the insert tray 32 
may be securely held on the base 2i against slid 
ing movement. The corners of the insert tray 34 
may be cutaway zonidiametrically opposite ends; 
to providetriangular'openings "as'35, to providev 
an edge whereby the insert tray 32 may be re 
moved from the base tray 2|. 

provided a plurality of expansible annular split 
rings 36 which are secured to the insert tray 32. . 
The glass or object securing -_rings 36" are subs 
stantially cylindrical or tubular 'in shape having 
an annular body 31 of a suitable height ‘to/ex; ' 
tend above the insert tray;32 for suitably secur 
in'gfathei bottomv 'of ‘a I glass: or r the "like against 
undesired movement; 

Thefsplit ‘ring 35 ‘:is- formed-‘of splastic', metal. or 
other suitable resilient material 'h'avingran-axial? 
split¥as-i38‘on one edge“thereof.1 The=split~38 
permits the sides of the body ‘37 lto'be'resiliently" 
separated :fonen‘gaging' about the bottomi'of" a 
glass or the like. The ring 36 may’be‘?xe'dnto 
the tray=r32 as at 31' by cement“ (see Fig".~"4).for 
othersuitable fastening means, at a point spaced" 
from the‘: split '38." 

lnl‘Figurel'l ‘there is shown‘ a modi?ed form: of. 
thistlinventi'on in which the- basetray generally. 
indicatedl'at 20a; includes al?at surface 2lagdi 
recti-y: provided ‘with. the 'split- nrings ‘36d - and the ' 
in's'ert tray-‘is therefore unnecessary.v The split‘ 
i'ingssiwaresecured on the-base tray ‘2nd in the 
samei'manneras described above for the- attach 
ment of the ‘split rings to theinsert tray. 

Thel'bead 'ori molding 22a and'24a in thisim'odi 
?edifforr'n is a-igrooved'piece of plastic or ‘other 
material. » By. heating themoldingr it may-vbe 
shaped ‘aroundthe- edge :of the base trayi Zia by. 
inseirtingthe edgerof the tray~into the‘groover 
and-.theimitered ends of the bead are'joined- to-r 
gether or cemented. The molding-will-lt-henen; 
close theitray'as a framein this» form for fur-' 
th'erl. economy. - ‘ 

Having-thus. described my~invention1,- what?l 
claimisr - 

1. An-improved Eserving traycompr-isin'g a flat < 
base;-a lraiis'ed continuous beadhaving anfarcuate 
outer surface; extendingsaround sa'ideba'se'v on theL 
outer edge éth‘ereof and-extending-iabove and be 
low'lsaid ‘?at base; tray supporting handleslse: 
cured» to the upper side of ' said -'?at base inwardly ; 
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4 
of said head and extending upwardly above and 
outwardly beyond said bead, and a plurality of 
split sleeve article-clasping members having the 
free edges thereof urged toward each other and 
each having a portion thereof spaced from the 
split secured to the upper side of said ?at base. 

2. An improved serving tray comprising a flat 
base, a raised continuous bead havingran arcuate 
outer surface extendingiaroundisaid .base 'on the 
outeredgeth'er‘eoi ‘and extendin‘giabove and be 
low said ?at base, tray supporting handles se 
cured to the upper side of said ?at base inwardly 
of ‘said-'bead'and extending upwardly above and 
outwardly beyond said bead, and a plurality of 
split‘sleeve 'article-clasping members having the 
free edges thereof urged toward each other and 
each having a portion thereof spaced from the 
splitisecured to the upper side of said flat base, 
said article-clasping members being positioned 
in‘ opposedéspacedr arcuate rowsiandeachrhaving 
its split portion:iacingiinwardly lofwthe itray; 
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